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RAC renews telematics contract with
Euro Car Parts for fleet of 3,000-plus
vehicles

The RAC and Euro Car Parts have signed another three-year contract to
provide the car parts distributor with a telematics and driving monitoring
service for its entire fleet of more than 3,000 vehicles.

The two companies began working together in 2015 with the RAC fitting
telematics black boxes to 2,500 parts vans. The new contract takes in a
further 650-plus vehicles following Euro Car Parts’ acquisition of parts
supplier Andrew Page in 2017, in addition to being enhanced with the RAC’s



integrated dash cam service.

By combining dash cams with the RAC’s patented telematics accident
detection capability, which can detect lower impact collisions due to
industry-leading vibration-sensing technology being used in conjunction with
the more common g-force-only method, Euro Car Parts will benefit from
greater insight into any incident that occurs.

The RAC has also provided Euro Car Parts with Bluetooth-enabled individual
driver ID fobs which are automatically paired to every telematics box
informing fleet managers with driver-centric insight rather than just vehicle
insight, as frequently vehicles are used by multiple drivers every day.

The RAC MyDrive fobs also feature a ‘notify’ button which companies can
choose to use in a variety of different ways. Euro Car Parts has chosen to use
the button to save the business time: drivers press the ‘notify’ button to let
the depot know they are on the way back for re-stocking.

Head of RAC Connected Services Yioti Smith said:

“After three years of working closely together on reporting and improving
driver behaviour we are very pleased to have now taken this to another level.
Under the terms of our new contract with Euro Car Parts we will be
introducing our integrated dash cams into every one of their parts
distribution vehicles which work seamlessly with the existing telematics
technology.

“By layering additional technology like the RAC MyDrive ID fobs, we have
been able to take monitoring from being purely vehicle-based to being
driver-specific while also introducing a new time-saving business benefit via
the ‘notify’ functionality which effectively speeds up the re-stocking of each
van.

“Our work with Euro Car Parts also serves to demonstrate how our telematics
technology is continuing to go from strength to strength and how it remains
a key component of the RAC’s already sizeable and rapidly growing
connected vehicle predictive breakdown service, both in consumer and
business-to-business markets.”

https://www.rac.co.uk/business/telematics/crash-detection
https://www.rac.co.uk/business/telematics/crash-detection
https://www.rac.co.uk/business/news-advice/telematics-privacy


Tony Shearer, Branch Operations Director of Euro Car Parts, said:

“In the first three years of using the RAC’s telematics technology we saw
some very clear fleet management benefits so we are excited to extend the
service to the Andrew Page fleet, and to enhance with the integration of dash
cams.

“We have been very impressed at how the RAC team has been able to adapt
its telematics service to suit our needs and enhance our operation.”

The RAC and Euro Car Parts have a long history of working together over parts
supply to the RAC’s fleet of 1,600 patrols. 

Notes to Editors

About the RAC

First formed in 1897, the RAC has been looking after the needs of its
members for more than 120 years.

Today it has approximately 10m members and is one of the UK’s most
progressive motoring organisations, providing services for both private and
business motorists. Whether it's roadside assistance, insurance, buying a used
car, vehicle inspections and checks, legal services or up-to-the-minute traffic
and travel information – the RAC offers a solution for all motoring needs. The
RAC is committed to making motoring easier, safer, more affordable and
more enjoyable for drivers and road users.

The RAC supports the interests of its members and UK drivers at a national
level. This includes voicing concerns about the increasing cost of motoring,
particularly the price of fuel and the high level of tax levied on it, advancing
levels of road safety, and supporting the needs of all drivers, from young to
old.

The RAC’s annual Report on Motoring – first published in 1989 – is one of a
kind and provides a clear insight into the concerns and issues facing today’s
motorists.

https://www.rac.co.uk/breakdown-cover
https://www.rac.co.uk/insurance/car-insurance
https://www.rac.co.uk/buying-a-car
https://www.rac.co.uk/buying-a-car
https://www.rac.co.uk/buying-a-car/vehicle-inspections
https://www.rac.co.uk/insurance/accident-legal
https://www.rac.co.uk/route-planner/
https://www.rac.co.uk/route-planner/
https://www.rac.co.uk/report-on-motoring


For the very latest news on UK fuel prices, check RAC Fuel Watch. It provides
a comprehensive guide to the latest UK unleaded petrol and diesel prices –
both at the wholesale level and at the pump - and tracks these prices daily to
help drivers check if the price they pay to fill up is a fair one.

For more information about the RAC, visit the RAC website.
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